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As a sought after speaker and trainer, Agnes has offered
transformational workshops to organizations around the country.
Whether it is a short 10 minute talk, a Lunch & Learn training, a
motivating keynote speech, or an afternoon workshop—Your
group, organization, or company will be ignited by this
training, and they will “THANK YOU” for bringing Agnes to them.
Agnes has a background as a nurse, nurse practitioner. She developed
arthritis. Reading that the cause of arthritis is unknown in medical
textbooks did not resonate with her. She met these amazing healers
along the way because she was open to new ways of seeing
herself. What she learned is that we are spiritual beings living a
human experience. We heal on many levels.

Wow! This workshop was incredible. I’ve received new insights and I’m more
motivated than I have been in years! Thank YOU!
-Izabela Adamus—Owner Wholistic Therapeutics Physical Therapist
Agnes’s sunny disposition is such a joy to be around. Her compassion
to help others experience good health is obvious by the compassionate
way she speaks and interacts with people. Her vast knowledge of natural
living practices is expressed through the good health she experiences
and models. This makes her a very inspirational for women to
learn from. The practical applications she shares in her talks can
transform your life physically, mentally and spiritually.
-(Asana) Jean Shinners, International Speaker, Teacher and Student

Retreat: Evolving YOUR JOY Retreat

Experience
Agnes has been speaking at the Infinity Foundation, Rotary
Clubs, Unity in Chicago and at Radiant Health & Spirit. She has
been trained by the speaking guru Callan Rush.

Signature Talks

Evolving Your Joy: 3 Secrets for Professional Women to
Transcend Stuck, Lonely, and Disconnect

During this fun and creative seminar, you will learn:
»» Patterns that are keeping you safe and the same
»» How to transform four key dimensions of your life that are irreducible and
interconnected
»» A new way to connect to JOY

Creating a Life You Love: Reinventing & Igniting Your Life for Women Over 50

VISION Workshop emphasizing the Laws of Transformation
During this dynamic and fun training, you will have an opportunity to define, design, and
experience your vision—and receive the blueprint for how to turn your greatest possibility into
your reality. You will learn:
»» Two essential keys for tuning into your purpose
»» Simple thinking strategies that will guard you from fear, doubt, and worry
»» What wealthy people do that creates sustained success
»» The number one factor that causes people to lose steam when going after a dream, and
how to stay motivated and override it
»» The 1 critical thing you must give up in order to attain your results
»» Three Keys to accelerating your results

Agnes Loughlin

Testimonials

For over 10 years, Agnes has been working with organizations and
individuals, supporting them to connect to their visions, accelerate their
results, and create richer, healthier, more fulfilling lives.
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Exclusive 2 day immersion retreat dedicated for YOU
to focus on YOU. Engage YOU to connect within, gain a
deeper understanding of YOUR Transcendent Self, increase
YOUR Inner Power and unleash more of YOUR JOY potential!
WHEN: November
WHERE: Dance Building, 1330 Webford, Des Plaines Il.
What would your life be like if you connect to your power to create and to
focus on your evolving more of your intentions with joy? How do you claim your
potential to evolve and master your intention? You can meet the inevitable changes
life throws your way with greater Ease and Confidence, including reducing Stress while
accessing more of your Inner Power and Potential to Manifest from Within.
WHAT: Experience engaging yourself a number of levels, including through your feelings,
imagination, impressions, senses and thoughts, and healing vibrations.
»»Realizing your true self utilizing a spiritual philosophy for evolvement of mind, body and spirit
including forgiveness and unlocking of more of your possibilities for joy and love in 4 dimensions
»»Powerful Meditation Techniques
»»Higher Brain Living® Shift Immersion – A gentle touch technique and retreat-style experience
that energizes the higher brain, awakens higher consciousness and grounds you in joy.
»»Laughter Yoga, Quantum Touch introduction and much more.
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Thank You!

Thank You
for considering me
as a speaker for
your next event.
Please contact me
to book!
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